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A er the “Trump Tantrum” market reac on that de®ned the fourth quarter of 2016, the ®rst quarter of 2017
largely saw a reassessment and increasing doubts regarding the ini al consensus forecast of higher growth, higher
interest rates and higher in¯a on. Our opinion remains that fundamentally nothing has changed regarding the longterm trajectory of the economy. The forces of secular stagna on—through past excesses of perpetual interven on
and in¯a on—are s ll conspiring with the headwinds of a massive overhang of debt, deteriora ng demographics, and
the ®nancializa on and the globaliza on of the economy to restrain economic growth. These deeper, long-las ng
and secular (non-cyclical) forces are helping to hold down long-term interest rates. “The whole Trump trade, the
re¯a on trade—odds are, that’s over. What we’re seeing is there’s no breakout trade of massive, upcoming ®scal
s mulus,” noted Robert Tipp, chief investment strategist at Pruden al.
Markets have a well-established tendency to “rush to judgment” during periods of major policy shi s. The
elec on of President Trump in November along with a GOP-controlled House and Senate certainly had the market
jumping to conclusions about the ®scal policy one-party rule in Washington would be able to achieve. However, given
that the economic environment post-elec on remains virtually unchanged, it remains our judgment that the secular

declining trend in long-term interest rates remains equally unchanged. Furthermore, new regula ons aimed at making
the ®nancial system safer require that banks, life insurers and pension funds hold sovereign bonds to meet liquidity
requirements and match liabili es. This means that con nued demand from investors and banks due to regulatory
changes could hold long-term bond yields at rela vely low levels, even as recovering economies push some central
banks to ghten monetary policy. “Demand for longer-dated higher-yielding cash ¯ows is very, very present” said Sco
Thiel of BlackRock.
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This past quarter saw the Treasury yield curve slightly ¯a en, with 1 and 2 year rates on the short end
rising and rates at the long end very modestly declining. The spread between the 2-year and 10-year Treasury
narrowed from 130 basis points at the beginning of the year to 114 basis points at quarter end. A ¯a ening
yield curve suggests that the bond market is skep cal of the re¯a on trade, seeing li le risk of accelera ng
growth and in¯a on. “It seems that the bond market just hasn’t really bought into the idea that in¯a on is
coming back, or that economic growth is going to be surprisingly strong,” proclaimed Yardeni Research
president Ed Yardeni. Treasuries have stabilized this quarter, following their biggest quarterly loss since the
1980s. While short-term rates are in¯uenced by the Federal Reserve’s monetary policy, longer-term bond
yields are driven partly by in¯a on expecta ons and are more sensi ve to ®scal policy and overall economic
growth. Yields on long-dated debt are s ll near their historic lows, even a er the “Trump Tantrum”. Yields on
30-year Treasuries are about 3% now compared with 2.3% in October. The benchmark 10-year Treasury note
Figure 1

has ¯uctuated sideways in a narrow
2.31 percent to 2.63 percent trading
range since the end of November. It
appears the bond market is seeking
greater clarity on proposed tax
reform and ®scal policy from the
Trump administra on before making
its next signi®cant move. The recent
consolida on of the 10-year Treasury
yield can be seen in Figure 1.

In¯a on-protected Treasury prices have been re¯ec ng roughly 2 percent in¯a on (the Fed’s target)
for quite some me now, and despite a low unemployment rate and rela vely good payroll numbers, the bond
market largely agrees with the Fed that there is slim chance of an in¯a onary outbreak any me soon. The end
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of the ®rst quarter saw the “Trump¯a on” trade, driven by hopes of aggressive pro-growth policies including
tax cuts and infrastructure spending, begin to unravel. The dollar dropped from a 14-year high in January to a
four-month low in late March. Safe-haven gold had its best quarter in a year and oil prices slid, giving crude its
worst quarter since the end of 2015. Moreover, U.S. stocks are the most overvalued in 17 years, according to a
Bank of America fund manager survey. The dark reali es of poli cal gridlock and intraparty divisions, even with
single-party control of both the White House and Congress, squashed any dream of quick ac on that would
theore cally boost growth and in¯a on higher. Speaking of growth, the Commerce Department reported
their ®nal es mate for 4th quarter 2016 gross domes c product (GDP) was 2.1 percent. GDP grew at a subpar
rate of 1.6 percent for all of 2016, the weakest pace in ®ve years. Since the Great Recession o cially ended in
2009, the U.S. economy has averaged annual GDP growth of just 2.1 percent, the slowest recovery since the
end of World War II. Quarterly GDP growth going back to 2013 can be seen in Figure 2.
Figure 2

In late March, House
Republicans withdrew their
legisla on to repeal and
replace Obamacare a er a
revolt

by

conserva ve

Freedom Caucus members
and moderates within their
own party. As a result, the
market was forced to revise
expecta ons regarding the
scope and ming of tax reform and other ®scal proposals on the Trump agenda. In the a ermath, President
Trump and House Speaker Paul Ryan both men oned they wanted to priori ze tax reform. Tax reform is a
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complicated and thorny issue, where the devil is in the details. Tax reform, which involves winners and losers,
is quite diVerent from tax cuts, which historically has been much easier to achieve and involves mainly just
winners. Tax reform also happens to pit powerful and deep-pocketed interests against one another. That is
why we have seen several successful tax-cut bills signed into law over the years, while tax reform, despite
having been a empted numerous mes in Washington, has not been successful since President Reagan’s eVort
in 1986. The tax code is ®lled with special-interest provisions and deduc ons enacted over decades. Popular
tax breaks for individuals such as the mortgage interest deduc on and charitable giving deduc on account for
huge amounts of revenue. Both have been discussed as being on the table to be reduced or eliminated to
compensate for bringing down tax rates. The powerful real estate industry, charitable groups, and other special
-interest cons tuencies are guaranteed to loudly revolt and make their voices heard at the ®rst sign of any
proposed changes to the tax code.
Complica ng ma ers is that currently Congressional Republicans lack a uni®ed vision on tax reform.
For example, the centerpiece of the House GOP’s plan is the “border adjustment tax” or BAT, a proposal
which many GOP Senators have strongly opposed. The BAT, in its current form, would mean a 20 percent tax
on imports into the United States. Speaker Ryan and other House GOP leaders argue this would raise as much
as $1 trillion to oVset reduc ons in individual and corporate tax rates. The BAT idea has already created a
sharp divide within the business community. Retail heavyweights like Walmart are ®ercely opposed to a BAT
which they argue would increase the price of their products and end up raising costs for American consumers.
Meanwhile, many industrial companies that are heavily dependent on exports support the BAT.
In mid-March, in a well-telegraphed move, the Federal Reserve increased their benchmark federal
funds rate to a target range of 0.75 percent to 1.00 percent. As you know, the Fed kept rates at near zero from
the end of 2008 through most of 2015 as part of its zero-interest rate policy (ZIRP), before li ing the
benchmark rate a quarter point in December 2015 and once again in December of 2016. An increased number
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Figure 3

of Fed o cials are now expec ng to raise rates at least twice
more this year. That would put the target range at 1.25
percent to 1.50 percent by year end, s ll a very low level when
put in historical context. The Fed’s benchmark rate going back
to 1980 can be seen in Figure 3. Fed o cials con nue to
forecast a “Goldilocks” economy, not too hot or too cold, with
the unemployment rate remaining around 4.5 percent and
in¯a on around 2 percent for the next three years. This new
phase of gradual rate increases has some Fed watchers
ques oning when the central bank might start shrinking its
massive balance sheet. The Fed currently maintains their $4.5
trillion por olio by reinves ng the proceeds of maturing

Treasury bonds and mortgage-backed securi es. The FOMC in their statement repeated a commitment to
maintain their balance-sheet reinvestment policy un l rate increases were well under way. Yellen said o cials
had discussed the process of reducing the balance sheet gradually, but that no decisions had been made and
that the topic would con nue to be debated.
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